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In the settler societies of Australia, Canada and Aotearoa/New Zealand, the politics of 

recognition have dominated political life in the past four decades.   One of the most 

significant instances of these politics are the campaigns of indigenous people to have 

their land and resource rights recognized and restitution for historical losses.  Although 

these claims are predominantly adjudicated in courts or investigated in commissions of 

inquiry, debates about indigenous claims have taken center stage in the political life of 

settler societies and are often heated election issues.  Moreover, the claims that 

indigenous people make about the history of settler colonialism and the place of 

indigenous pasts within or in order to counter that history has necessitated a substantial 

rewriting of national narratives and a historical rethinking of settler identities.  A 

significant effect of indigenous claims is a renewed public life for history and this has 

inevitably impacted the disciplinary practices of academic historians – a number of whom 
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who are, themselves, involved in writing and assessing the historical evidence presented 

in indigenous claims. 

 

In this paper, I consider the historical questions that the politics of recognition in settler 

societies raise in three ways.  First, I outline a history of this recent form of politics in 

each of Canada, New Zealand and Australia.  While these three settler states share many 

commonalities including the legacies of British settler colonialism, a common law legal 

tradition and parliamentary democracy, as well as Commonwealth economic and social 

connections, in this paper I examine why the political expressions of indigenous activists 

in each country diverged when they first began claiming recognition in national politics 

in the late 1960s.  I explain that the different emphases of contemporary indigenous 

claims in each place are historically structured.  In particular, I focus on the difference 

that colonial treaty histories make – that is, on the significance of the acknowledgement 

of indigenous political authority that underwrote treaty-making in Canada and New 

Zealand. In Australia, by contrast, no treaties were upheld by the colonial office and 

Aborigines’ political authority was not acknowledged.  But even in the treaty histories of 

New Zealand and Canada there is a substantive difference between whether the political 

acknowledgement of indigenous authority entailed the early recognition, and 

transformation, of indigenous land rights as it did in New Zealand but not in Canada.  

These different histories of acknowledgement and recognition affect how claims and 

identities are established and evaluated in contemporary litigation and inquiries. 
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By using the comparative frames of political acknowledgment and legal recognition I can 

show how the process of recognition is, itself, historically structured.  This is the second 

way I think about the politics of recognition as a question of history.  As political theorist 

Patchen Markell argues, there is a particular temporality to recognition by which we 

claim an identity based on known (and, in my elaboration, preserved) “antecedent facts”.1  

Recognition is a retrospective operation that calls upon already created images of 

individual and group identities in order to be recognized as such in the present.  In the 

context of indigenous claims, judges and commissioners evaluate the authenticity of 

present-day claims according to the antecedent facts, preserved in archives, rather than in 

terms of how identities are disclosed in the moment of a speech act.   

 

Markell does not use the term, but I will suggest that the historical operation of 

recognition can be referred to as its “historicity”.  By this, I refer to the ways in which an 

identity created in the past is preserved for future use in archives.  And because of the 

normative force of law in authenticating identities, the creation of a legal archive is 

particularly privileged, as we can see by turning to the New Zealand case.  There, a court 

that was established in the nineteenth century to recognize (and facilitate the speedier 

alienation of) Maori property rights has left a thick archival record preserving Maori 

histories.   The history of legal recognition which was at once an instrument of 

colonialism has created material history that helps indigenous claimants evidence their 

claims in the present.  However, this archive also provides evidence of historical changes 

in Maori discourse that Crown lawyers and historians have used to argue that rights 

asserted now were not recognized as such in the past; that they are present-day 
                                                 
1 Markell, P. (2003). Bound by Recognition. Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, p. 13. 
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constructions.  The irony is that, in a context in which there is a thick archival record of 

Maori self-representation, Crown arguments demand a different kind of authenticity to 

that often required in native title cases in Australia and Canada: that is, that the 

commission recognize the changing historical subjectivity of Maori rather than a 

continuity in their identity over time. 

 

The historicist presumptions of recognition, however, does not exhaust the ways in which 

histories are performed and identities disclosed, even within courts and commissions.  In 

concluding this paper, I will turn briefly to another moment in a Waitangi Tribunal 

hearing, when a whakapapa (tribal genealogy) that a Maori elder performed over a period 

of two days created a different set of relationships between the tribunal audience and the 

tribe in whose meeting house they sat; and between the national history of settler New 

Zealand and that of a Maori tribal past. This was one not based on the prerequisites of 

recognition but required the acknowledgement of authority and what I will refer to as the 

“incorporation” of the audience into a tribal history in a way that actually reactivated a 

pre-national history and non-historicist history-making. 

 

Indigenous Claims and the politics of recognition 

 

In the mid to late 1960s, indigenous activists in Australia, Canada and New Zealand 

raised campaigns demanding the restitution for historical debts and the recognition of 

their ongoing land and resource rights.   These campaigns were primarily aimed at 

national governments although they quickly became issues of widespread public debate.  
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In part, this was because activists drew on the language of decolonization, the 

organizational momentum around anti-apartheid and civil rights campaigns, and counter-

culture anti-Vietnam protests, and so connected their particular demands to global 

movements and forces.  But indigenous activists’ success in engaging the attention of 

governments and settler publics was also due to the ways in which they stimulated a 

rethinking of national political traditions.  Campaigns in each of these countries were 

organized around issues particular to the historical conditions of settler colonialism in 

each place.  Broadly, I distinguish between whether or not indigenous political authority 

was acknowledged in the past (particularly through treaty-making); and whether or not, 

and how, indigenous rights were recognized in settler institutions.  I suggest that 

understanding the distinctive histories of political acknowledgement and legal 

recognition can help us to understand the contemporary phenomenon of the politics of 

recognition.  I then argue that such a comparative exercise can help us to perceive the 

historicist structure of recognition. 

 

In 1969, the Canadian Cree activist Harold Cardinal launched a searing attack on the 

recently elected Liberal government’s White Paper that had been tabled just months 

before. The White Paper proposed repealing the Indian acts and dis-establishing the 

Department of Indian Affairs, thereby dissolving the separate or special status of Indians 

within the Canadian federal system. 2 Moreover, the White Paper did not, despite the 

                                                 
2 The first Indian Act was passed in 1876 (nine years after Confederation) and it has been amended several 
times since then.  The act laid out federal responsibility for Indians in terms of treaty payments, reserve 
lands and other moneys.  It also established regulation of ‘Indian status’: those Indians and descendents of 
Indians who had signed, or were included in, treaties.  
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agitation of Indian leaders, make the resolution of treaty claims a central concern.3 

Cardinal lambasted the government’s dishonour and spelled out in no uncertain terms the 

constitutive importance of treaties to Aboriginal people: 

 

If our rights are meaningless, if it is inconceivable that our society have 

treaties with the white society even though those treaties were signed by 

honourable men on both sides, in good faith, long before the present 

government decided to tear them up as worthless scraps of paper, then we 

as a people are meaningless.4

 

Cardinal’s polemic is often positioned within the framework of what is known as a 

“citizens plus” political tradition in Canada.  This refers to the special rights that 

Aboriginal Canadians possess by virtue of laws such as the Indian act and that, more 

recently, have been enshrined in the Canadian constitution.  Two points about this 

codification need emphasizing: first, the Indian act established that it was the federal, 

rather than provincial, government who had responsibility for status Indians; and, second, 

this responsibility was an artifact of treaty-making with Aboriginal groups in the 

nineteenth and through the first half of the twentieth centuries.   

 

                                                 
3 Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (1969). Statement of the Government of Canada 
on Indian Policy. Ottawa, Queen's Printer  The policy did acknowledge that treaty claims existed and 
suggested the appointment of an Indian Claims Commissioner who would work out ways in which claims 
could be evaluated and settled.  I discuss some this Commissioner’s work in further detail later in a later 
section. 
4 Cardinal, H. (1969). The Unjust Society: The Tragedy of Canada's Indians. Edmonton, Alberta, M. G. 
Hurtig, Ltd p. 30. 
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These treaties varied considerably in intention, execution and extent and they were not 

made with all native people across Canada.  Notably, no treaties were made across a large 

part of British Columbia - except on Vancouver Island – and in much of the north.  But 

despite these local exceptions, treaty-making was a norm that the British had affirmed in 

the Proclamation of 1763.  That proclamation recognized that treaty-making was an 

acknowledgement of native people’s political and territorial authority; however, the 

proclamation also delimited the extent of native sovereignty and explained that, by 

making a treaty with the British, native leaders and their communities became subject to 

British rule.  Treaty-making continued apace in Upper Canada after the proclamation, by 

settler officials in order to free up land for settlement, and by Hudson’s Bay Company 

officials who wanted to increase trade networks.  But after Canadian confederation in 

1867 the balance of power had shifted considerably.  Western Canadian treaties made 

after this period (which included the treaties that the Indian Association of Alberta - led 

by Cardinal –wanted investigated in the 1960s) were frequently initiated by native leaders 

anxious about their communities’ futures as the fur trade diminished and natural 

resources became scarce.  These leaders sought out the best deal they could get from 

colonial officials, bargaining for land reserves, farming equipment, and the provision of 

education and health care.  The treaty documents – written only in English - could be 

quite extensive and specific, and it is the particularities of promises made but not kept 

that form the basis of treaty claims now.    

 

The 1763 proclamation registered an ambivalence in colonial policy towards Aboriginal 

people that Cardinal’s comment also expresses.  On the one hand, Canadian policy 
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concerning Aboriginals is inextricable from treaty-making and an acknowledgment of a 

distinctive political authority; on the other hand, legislation such as the Indian act was 

intended, as Kathy Brock has characterized it, to “extend into the internal life of tribes,” 

and thus “disregard First Nation and Métis governance.”5 This civilizing mission was 

also undertaken by New Zealand and Australian colonial states through various policies 

and practices which were driven by what anthropologist Patrick Wolfe has called the 

“logic of elimination” – that is, attempts to eradicate the problematic indigeneity of native 

people.  Since native-ness was a tricky signifier of a prior right to land, the racial 

identities of indigenous people have been particularly susceptible to erasure by colonial 

states who wanted, in Wolfe’s words, “to replace the natives on their land.” 6

 

However, we also need to differentiate local settler colonial conditions of elimination and 

the paradoxes of the ineradicability of indigenous identities in each of these places. 

Cardinal and other activists emphasized the vulnerability of Indians to erasure, or 

“meaninglessness” and the fragility of the treaty relationship.  Indian activists in the 

1960s and 1970s worked hard to explain how treaty-making ascribed a historical priority 

to political acknowledgement – how treaties were a condition on indigenous and settler 

political identities that obliged continuing political talk.  Treaties, Cardinal suggested, 

have a constitutive function: not only do they guarantee Aboriginal Canadians special 

rights; they actually constitute the political identities of Aboriginals and settlers as 

                                                 
5 Brock, K. (2000). Finding Answers in Difference: Canadian and American Aboriginal Policy Compared. 
Canada and the United States: Differences that Count. D. M. Thomas. Ontario, Broadview Press: 342. 
6 Wolfe, P. (2001). "Land, Labor and Difference: Elementary Structures of Race." American Historical 
Review 106(3): 
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dialogic.  But it was very difficult for Indians to evidence such claims in legal cases and 

before claims commissions. 

 

This was, at least in part, a consequence of the very limited institutional recognition of 

Aboriginal rights in Canadian legal history and the paucity of a material archive that 

preserved disputes about and assertions of such rights. One of the major tasks facing both 

Indian organizations and various claims commissions in Canada from the early 1970s 

was to produce such an archive – and this is why the transcription of Aboriginal elder’s 

histories in “Treaty Rights and Research” programs and what Indian Claims 

Commissioner Lloyd Barber called the “legal recording” of elder’s testimonies in 

affidavit form were so important.7  

 

The significance of Canadian histories of treaties, and appeals to these histories, are 

thrown into sharp relief in turning to indigenous activism and the contemporary field of 

legal recognition in Australia. During the 1960s and 1970s, activists struggled for the 

recognition of Aborigines as full citizens and for the recognition of Aboriginal land 

rights.  No treaties had been upheld by colonial officials in the nineteenth century (one 

treaty, that a land speculator named Batman made with the Kulin tribe near what is now 

Melbourne was dismissed by the colonial office).  In the early 1960s, most Aborigines 

did not even possess the same civil rights as non-Aboriginal Australians.  It was not until 

1962 that all Aborigines were able to vote in Commonwealth (federal) elections, for 

instance, irrespective of whether they were excluded from the franchise in state 

                                                 
7 “An Inquiry by Dr Lloyd Barber, Special Commissioner on Indian Elders’ Testimony”, August 27th and 
28th 1977, Indian Elders’ Testimony, RG 33-108, volume 1, LAC. 
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elections.8 Moreover, because there was no treaty, Aborigines were not considered to 

have a special relationship with the federal (Commonwealth) government.  Until the 1967 

referendum – in support of which much activism was organized – Aborigines were 

subject to the partial and often contrary laws of state governments.  

 

Although they have no history of treaty on which to draw, Aboriginal activists have 

lobbied hard for a modern treaty.   Aboriginal legal scholar Larissa Behrendt has argued 

that both indigenous and non-indigenous Australians will gain from a treaty “dialogue”.  

“The idea of recognition and respect through a formal process of a treaty,” she writes, “is 

often referred to as nation-building – as a way of making a stronger, more united and 

more tolerant society.”9 Successive Australian governments have, however, dismissed 

the possibility.  In 1992, following a major native title case commonly referred to as the 

“Mabo” decision in which the judges found that Aboriginal native title still existed across 

the continent where it had not been explicitly erased, Paul Keating’s Labour government 

did pass the Native Title Act (NTA).  This legislation nationalized a process for the legal 

recognition of native title.  The NTA pushed back against the long-embedded legal 

doctrine of terra nullius in Australia which was used from the late-nineteenth century to 

justify the non-negotiated expropriation of Aborigines’ land.  According to the regime of 

authenticity that the NTA lays out, however, indigenous people must prove continuity of 

                                                 
8 Chesterman, J. and B. Galligan (1997). Citizens Without Rights: Aborigines and Australian Citizenship. 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press p. 162.  See also, Stretton, P. and C. Finnimore (1993). "Black 
Fellow Citizens: Aborigines and the Commonwealth Franchise." Australian Historical Studies 25(101):  
Before this legislation was passed, whether Aborigines could vote in Commonwealth elections depended 
on whether or not they were enfranchised in their state.  Since some states did allow Aborigines to vote in 
state elections prior to 1962, not all Aborigines were necessarily excluded from voting in Commonwealth 
elections. 
9 Behrendt, L. (2006). Foreword. What Good Condition? Reflections on an Australian Aboriginal Treaty 
1986-2006. P. Read, G. Meyers and B. Reece. Canberra, Aboriginal History Inc and ANU E-Press: xi. 
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attachment to land and therefore demonstrate to the court how their cultures have 

survived more or less intact in spite of the onslaught of colonization.   

 

Behrendt contextualizes treaty-making within the contemporary politics of recognition.  

As I have argued, treaty-making may be better described in terms of the politics of 

acknowledgement since making treaties does not actually require the historicist workings 

of recognition.  That is, treaty diplomacy is an artefact of parties’ acknowledgement of 

the political status and actual power of each side; but this acknowledgement does not 

need to be evidenced in any way.  Certainly, this acknowledgement can lead to a more 

formal, institutional process of legal recognition whereby political authority is 

transformed into limited property rights that are transferable and alienable, as I will argue 

shortly in regards to the New Zealand example of the Native Land Court.  This process of 

transformation involves the production of material evidence and the collection of 

archives which can be used to support or contest legal claims.  We can also see this 

transformation occurring in contemporary Aboriginal claims in Canada.  But in neither 

place is the transformation of the prior acknowledgment of indigenous political authority 

into a legally authorized account of indigenous identity entirely successful.  Although 

indigenous claimants in both places are required to perform authenticity for the court or 

tribunal, they also perform their own political authority, as I will demonstrate through an 

example in the next section.  By so doing, they bring to light the political problematic of 

acknowledgement: that such a practice involves a mutual constitution of identities and 

political dialogue. 
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In Australia, however, the contemporary process of legal recognition goes on without a 

prior political acknowledgment of Aborigines’ political authority.  Aborigines’ who come 

to court claiming native title rights cannot do so and yet also establish their identities as 

in a constitutive relationship with Australian settlers.  There is no history of treaty 

according to which such a relationship can be posited and through which Aborigines’ can 

speak.  Indeed, Behrendt characterizes the possibility of treaty-making in social, 

integrative terms rather than in the terms of political discourse.  This framing accords 

with the cathartic appeal of reconciliation in Australia, as was recently demonstrated in 

the apology to the Stolen Generations. Notably, in his apology Labour prime minister 

Kevin Rudd did not talk about the need for a political reconsideration of past and present 

relationships between indigenous and non-indigenous Australians.  Rather he spoke about 

reintegration, about how “the time has come for the nation to turn a new page in 

Australia’s history by righting the wrongs of the past and so moving forward with 

confidence to the future.” 10  

 

As Elizabeth Povinelli has argued, this is recognition’s “cunning” in which a profound 

disruption of indigenous subjectivity is hailed as emancipating the indigenous subject – 

though it is the settler nation that is most relieved of its sins. Aboriginal claimants are 

obliged to, in Povinelli’s gloss, “orient their sensual, emotional, and corporeal identities 

toward the nation’s and law’s image of traditional cultural forms and national 

reconciliation and at the same time ghost this being for the nation so as not to have their 

                                                 
10 “Rudd’s apology revealed”, Sydney Morning Herald, 13 February 2008, 
http://www.smh.com.au/news/national/rudds-apology-revealed/2008/02/12/1202760286861.html (accessed 
13 February 2008) 
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desires for some economic certainty in their lives appear opportunistic.”11   The 

ghostliness that Aborigines must inhabit, in Povinelli’s terms, can also be used to 

reference the absence of an acknowledgment of Aborigines’ political authority in the 

framework that I am establishing.  Povinelli’s argument can be stretched to cover 

contemporary conditions of indigeneity in all three settler states, places where the 

economic and social costs of seeking out legal recognition now are high; and we can also 

show how these costs have been unevenly distributed across indigenous populations in 

the settler colonial past.   But I argue that it is also worth further specifying the political 

contexts and political histories in which processes of legal recognition work so that we 

can mark the limits of recognition as a hegemonic discursive practice. 

 

[turn to history of recognition in New Zealand . . . ] We can contrast the anxiety about the 

fragility of the treaty relationship in Canada that Cardinal expressed with how Maori 

activists characterized the Treaty of Waitangi (made between Maori leaders and 

representatives of the British Crown in 1840) in the same period.  Writing in the left-wing 

journal Comment in 1968, Koro Dewes, a Ngati Porou student and activist,12 argued that 

the Treaty of Waitangi was not ‘worth the paper it is written on’.  Since the Treaty had 

never been ratified, Dewes argued that the colonial imperative in drawing up the treaty 

was, 

 

                                                 
11 Povinelli, E. (2002). The Cunning of Recognition: Indigenous Alterities and the Making of Australian 
Multiculturalism. Durham, Duke University Press p.8.  See also, Gelder, K. and J. Jacobs (1998). Uncanny 
Australia: Sacredness and Identity in a Postcolonial Nation. Carleton, Vic, Melbourne University Press. 
12 Ngati Porou are a Maori tribe whose ancestral lands are located on the east coast of New Zealand’s North 
Island. 
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from the beginning to annex New Zealand; that consultation with the Maori chiefs 

was to pacify both them and the humanitarian elements in England and in New 

Zealand. 13  

 

Dewes’s depiction of the treaty as a fraud was a response to the Maori Affairs 

Amendment Act which had been passed in November 1967 despite trenchant criticism 

from many Maori organizations.  Protestors dubbed the act the ‘last land grab’ which was 

a reference to both the paucity of Maori freehold land (a special kind of land in New 

Zealand law) as well as the wars of the 1860s which, in the 1960s, were usually referred 

to as the ‘Maori wars’ or the ‘Land wars’. 14 ‘Last’ also sounded a note of warning to the 

government and protests were ongoing – culminating in the 1975 Maori Land March 

which, in turn, hurried up the legislative process for establishing New Zealand’s Waitangi 

Tribunal – the commission of inquiry that investigates claims of breach of the Treaty of 

Waitangi. 

 

The different depictions of the symbolic meanings of treaty in Canada compared with 

New Zealand are partly a consequence of the differences between the treaties made in 

each place.  The bilingual Treaty of Waitangi was first signed by Maori leaders in 1840 at 

Waitangi in the north of New Zealand’s North Island with representatives of the British 

Crown. It was strategically translated and interpreted by Church Missionary Society 

intermediaries who themselves had interests in large swathes of land in the north and was 

                                                 
13 Koro Dewes, ‘Waitangi Day 1968: Some Food for Thought’, Comment, June 1968, p. 13. 
14 Walker, R. (1990). Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou: Struggle Without End. Auckland, Penguin Books p. 207; 
see also Hikoi; explain that since Belich have usually been referred to (re-inscribing the name that James 
Cowan applied in the early twentieth century) as the ‘New Zealand wars’ which is a rubric that emphasises 
the contestation of political sovereignty rather than simply ‘land’ or ‘rebellion’.  
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subsequently carried around much of the North Island though not all tribes agreed to sign.  

The treaty owed much of its form and content to other treaties that the British had made 

with indigenous people and, significantly, to the 1763 proclamation.  Unlike the 

Canadian treaties – particularly those made in the west – however, the Treaty of Waitangi 

was explicitly political.  Yet what and whose political authority was recognized or ceded 

is the subject of ongoing contention.  In the English version of the treaty, Maori ceded 

their nominal sovereignty to the British Crown, retained their “full exclusive and 

undisturbed possession” of their lands and resources and became British subjects.  In the 

Maori version, tribes retained their “rangatiratanga” or chieftainship; ceded governorship 

(translated by the missionaries via the neologism “kawanatanga” which had little 

significance for the chiefs); and, by recognizing the authority of Queen Victoria and 

becoming British subjects also secured their rights to trade in imperial networks.15   

 

Dewes’ depiction of the fraudulence of the treaty registers the ongoing tension between 

Maori and the state about what kind of political relationship the Treaty of Waitangi 

established.  Settler governments interpreted the treaty – more and less explicitly – as 

incorporating Maori subjects into the settler colony.  However, the guarantee in the treaty 

that Maori retained possession of their lands and resources (the substance of 

rangatiratanga or chieftainship) made such incorporation peculiarly complicated.  

Through the workings of a specially designed Native Land Court that began operating in 

1865, for instance, Maori land rights were transformed into a particular kind of “Maori 

freehold” land; and during the same period separate Maori representation in four Maori 

                                                 
15 Michael Belgrave emphasises the importance that Maori leaders who signed the treaty placed on being 
“promised inclusion in the British Empire.” Belgrave, M. (2005). Historical Frictions: Maori Claims and 
Reinvented Histories. Auckland, Auckland University Press p. 62. 
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electorate seats was guaranteed in the national parliament.  These attempts to 

“amalgamate” Maori into settler society have in fact led to the development of what 

several social scientists have called the “dual organization” of Maori society.16   

 

Here I want to pause briefly on the operation of the Native Land Court as an institution of 

legal recognition and what the consequences of that history are for contemporary treaty 

claims. As I mentioned, the court was created during the massive warfare between Maori 

tribes and the settler state (which was mostly supplied by British imperial forces), and its 

purpose was to work out a property system for the recognition, partition and succession 

of ‘Maori freehold land’.  Colonial governments hoped that the codification of Maori 

land tenure and the regulation of succession, administered by specifying individual Maori 

land owners on title certificates, they would break down “tribal communism” and 

increase the rate of land alienation to settlers.  In turn, this would break down Maori 

resistance and better “amalgamate” Maori into settler society.17  The land court was 

highly successful: by 1900 over 60 million acres of Maori land had been alienated and, 

by 1920, Maori holdings were less than 5 million acres.18

 

The court’s activities and the effects of the massive land dispossession of Maori tribes are 

the subject of many contemporary claims brought to New Zealand’s Waitangi Tribunal, a 

commission of inquiry established in 1975 to inquire into breaches of the Treaty of 
                                                 
16 See Firth, R. (1959 (1929)). Economics of the New Zealand Maori. Wellington, Government Printer; and 
Winiata, M. (1967). The Changing Role of the leader in Maori Society: a study in social change and race 
relations. Auckland, B & J Paul  
17 Ward, A. (1973). A Show of Justice: Racial 'Amalgamation' in Nineteenth Century New Zealand. 
Auckland, Auckland University Press 
18 O'Malley, V. (1998). Agents of Autonomy: Maori Committees in the Nineteenth Century. Wellington, 
Huia Publishers p. 241. King, M. (1992). Between Two Worlds. The Oxford History of New Zealand, 
second edition. G. W. Rice. Auckland, Oxford University Press: 
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Waitangi.  Paradoxically, however, the evidence that this “engine of destruction” 

preserved is crucial to claims now.19  When Maori applicants brought their applications 

for the recognition of their title to the court, they had to provide proof of title which often 

involved reciting genealogies and telling histories to Native Land Court judges and which 

were recorded in the court.  Sometimes these histories were transcribed by court clerks – 

in Maori or in English – and sometimes they just cursorily noted by Land Court judges in 

Native Land Court minute books.  The books – which were microfilmed by New 

Zealand’s national archives in the 1980s and 1990s at the request of the Waitangi 

Tribunal - have become crucial to evidencing and disputing claims now; and, in a broader 

usage, to Maori genealogical research.  The documents are often used to prove tribal 

attachments where a claim is contested by another tribe or to highlight the consistency (or 

inconsistency) in an oral tradition as it is related now.   

 

These minute books – and the vast collection of other documents in New Zealand 

archives pertaining to land transactions between settler colonial officials and Maori – are 

also evidence of the operation of what I am calling the “historicity” of recognition. As I 

explained earlier, by recognition’s historicity I mean the function by which, as Markell’s 

explains it, a subject’s identity is recognized, “in retrospect, by the storyteller or 

historian, who gives a narrative account of someone’s activities, and therefore of who 

that person has shown himself or herself to be.”20  Key to Markell’s theoretical 

elaboration of recognition as a retrospective action is the preservation of identity in 

material terms: “antecedent facts” or in narrative.  As I will further elucidate through an 

                                                 
19 The phrase is David Williams’s.  See, Williams, D. (1999). "Te Kooti Tango Whenua": the Native Land 
Court, 1864-1909. Wellington, Huia Publishers. 
20 Markell, Bound by recognition, p. 13. 
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example from a New Zealand claim shortly, it matters where and how this preservation 

takes place. 

 

In contemporary indigenous claims, demonstrating that what has been preserved in these 

various records can support a contemporary assertion of a right is crucial to having a case 

upheld.  Indeed, disputes about whether or not a particular claim or assertion is 

recognizable as a right attributable to a particular group are disputes about how closely 

that claim converges with what those preserved facts and narratives demonstrate when 

they are evaluated as evidence for or against the contemporary claim.  But rights are 

parsed in the language of today and the underlying presumption of preservation is that 

facts and narratives are stored in the language in which they were created.  When 

contemporary claims sound too much like a concern of the present and not enough like 

that of the past when the right was allegedly lost or misrecognized, such claims are at risk 

of being shown up as contemporary.  As Povinelli argues, evidence of inauthenticity 

becomes a legal proof for dismissing such a claim as opportunistic. 

 

In Povinelli’s Australian case studies, however, the antecedent facts of identity that 

Aboriginal claimants must perform in order to be rightfully recognized are frequently 

based in older popular and scholarly ethnographic accounts which have helped to create 

what she refers to, as I quoted above, as the “nation’s and law’s image of traditional 

cultural forms”.  These ethnographic archives do not usually store documents in which 

Aborigines’ speech has been reported.  This is a qualitatively different situation from the 

New Zealand case, where the evidentiary field is replete with transcribed Maori voices. 
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Moreover, these voices have not only been recorded but have even been previously 

authorized by courts in legal proceedings in cases concerned with the recognition of 

Maori property rights.  What difference does this kind of archive make to how 

contemporary claims are expressed and disputed in New Zealand? 

 

Here I turn to the Whanganui River claim which the Waitangi Tribunal heard in 1994.  At 

the request of the claimants, Te Atihaunui-a-Paparangi, this inquiry was held separately 

to that of the land claim (which has only just, this last year, come to the hearing stage) for 

two reasons.  Claimants were worried, first, that continuing environmental degredation of 

the river added urgency to the claim; and, second, that the health of the river had direct 

consequences for their communities living along its banks in terms of physical well-being 

and economic security and, even more profoundly, in terms of their own identity.  Te 

Atihaunui-a-Paparangi hapu (sub-tribes) claim the river as their ancestor.  Maintaining 

the health of that ancestor is therefore both a filial obligation on these people and a 

condition on their survival as a people.  What was talked about in the hearings as the 

tribes’ “spiritual” or “sacred” connection to the river carries with it this primary 

ontological meaning.   

 

In their opening submissions, the claimants’ counsel explained that the claim to the river 

was, “almost as old as the history of New Zealand. The petitions to Government, protests, 

and litigation from the end of last century through the barren middle years of the 

twentieth century and into the present day indicated the bonds between the people of the 
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Whanganui and their River and their grief.”21 Counsel argued that the claimants asserted 

tribal interest over the entirety of the river – that is, over the waters, beds and banks.  

Counsel further argued that this tribal interest had not been relinquished despite the 

partition and alienation of lands on either side of the river but that the tribal rights over 

the river had never been properly recognized by the Crown.  Throughout the hearings, 

counsel, claimant witnesses, and some historians, argued that the spiritual relationship of 

Te Atihaunui to the river in fact was an inalienable right of possession.  In coming to its 

findings, the Waitangi Tribunal upheld Te Atihaunui’s claim (although one member of 

the tribunal dissented) in fact and in law. 

 

Crown counsel, however, vigorously rebutted all of these assertions and did so frequently 

by referring to the documentary record of those petitions, protests and litigation that 

claimants (and the Tribunal report) argued made the claim “almost as old as the history of 

New Zealand”.  (The report avers, ‘the claim is old.  It is not some new concoction: it 

began in petitions last century and has been ongoing, for over 100 years, with long 

judicial proceedings involved.’22) Crown counsel’s primary intention in using this 

evidence was to show that “the claim” had not been consistently articulated in terms of its 

extent (that is, over the whole of the river) and its reasoning (particularly, that the claim 

was a spiritual rather than merely material one) over that long century.  Counsel and 

historians hired by the Crown did not disavow the spiritual claim, but they did suggest 

that such a claim could not be recognized in fact or in law as a property right.  Moreover, 

                                                 
21 “Opening Submissions of Counsel for Claimants”, document A77, para 1.1, Whanganui River Inquiry 
Hearings, Wai 167, Waitangi Tribunal archive, Wellington. 
 
22 Waitangi Tribunal (1999). The Whanganui River Report - Wai 167. Wellington, GP Publications P. 3 
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since a claim to the whole of the river, in spiritual terms, could not be recognized (and 

never had been by the Native Land Court in the past), recourse to a principle of the 

protection of such a right in terms of the Treaty of Waitangi could not be made.  

Significantly, Crown counsel did not hold the Maori claimants in this case to account by 

demonstrating their inauthenticity according to some stereotypically ethnographic image 

of “the Maori as he was”.23  Indeed, counsel was careful, in closing submissions, to argue 

that this was not what impelled their case: 

 

While the issue of spiritual significance has been highlighted in recent years, and 

advanced as the foundation or wellspring of the claim, it is clear that other 

concerns are involved.  In the most general sense, the claim has become the 

expression of a mixture of aspirations.  Not all of these . . . are easily reconcilable.  

At one level, the claim may be interpreted as a plea for the recognition and respect 

of certain fundamental values and beliefs.  It has also involved the airing of 

grievances about perceived infringements of Maori property interests in or along 

the river.  Indeed the present claim may be seen to have had its origin in concerns 

of this nature . . . 

 

We do not contend that the spiritual relationship with the river must be shown to 

have been constant in order to establish that this limb of the claim is authentic, or 

worthy of respect . . . Nevertheless, the evidence is clear that the spiritual values 

                                                 
23 I take the phrase from Elsdon Best’s well-known early ethnographic account of traditional Maori life. 
Best, E. (1924). The Maori As He Was: a brief account of Maori life as it was in pre-European days. 
Wellington, Dominion Museum. 
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which are now so strongly urged are a comparatively recent feature of the 

discourse between the claimants and the government.24

 

The evidence that the Crown produced throughout the hearings emphasized Maori 

historical agency, and therefore how Maori agents were subject to historical change, 

including changing the focus of their claim.  And Crown historians did this by referring 

to the record of earlier court cases in particular in which Maori claimants had not referred 

to their spiritual rights or interest over the river, but had mainly discussed their fishing 

rights.  Moreover, the Crown did not produce this evidence to point out an inconsistency 

in the claimants’ argument.  Rather, Crown counsel sought to mark the limits of what law 

courts could and can recognize as a property right in fact.  Even if claimants desired the 

“recognition and respect of certain fundamental values and beliefs”, this was not 

something, according to Crown counsel arguments, that could be achieved through 

recourse to property law.  The Crown was not, therefore, liable for failing to recognize 

such existential conditions in the past. 

 

As I have noted, the Waitangi Tribunal found in favour of Te Atihaunui claimants, that 

they did indeed have a special, spiritual relationship to the Whanganui river and that this 

relationship could be translated into the terms of property law.  The tribunal 

recommended that local government and regional councils begin negotiating a co-

management plan with the iwi (tribe) and the tribunal also recommended that the iwi 

receive compensation.  This particular instance is part of a wider codification of Maori 

                                                 
24 “Synopsis of Closing Submissions of Counsel for the Crown”, document D19, paras 118-119, 
Whanganui River Inquiry Hearings, Wai 167, Waitangi Tribunal archive, Wellington. 
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principles in property law in New Zealand – an aspect of what Paul McHugh has called 

“indigenizing” the law there.   But these new codes for recognizing matauranga Maori 

(Maori knowledge) present another conundrum.  Does abstraction of practices into the 

principles of Maori land use, environmental guardianship and resource management risk 

essentializing and de-historicizing such activity for the purposes of present claims?  And 

the codification of such principles is also at risk of arbitrary government intervention 

when such significant resources are at stake.  Most recently, the government passed the 

Foreshore and Seabed Act (2004) to huge Maori outcry.  The legislation removes the 

Maori Land Court’s jurisdiction to declare areas of foreshore and seabed as Maori 

customary land after Court of Appeal in Ngati Apa and Ors v. Attorney-General (2003) 

found that such customary interest had not been extinguished.  The Court of Appeal’s 

decision triggered an angry response from much of the settler public in New Zealand 

(egged on by calculating politicians).  Many felt that their own Pakeha (white settler) 

identity – itself so closely bound to relationships with the natural environment and 

especially the beach – was at stake. Pakeha detractors also used arguments about their 

“spiritual” rights. So when the principles that I mentioned above gain normative force in 

national legislation, do they only refer to the rights of one group? Or do they begin to 

define the identities and claims and desires of other populations as well?  Is what is being 

recognized more important than whom? 

 

At the limits of recognition 
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In the last section of this paper, I want to turn away from the politics of recognition and 

think about the possibilities of acknowledgment that Markell suggests as an alternative to 

the bind of recognition.  I will briefly discuss another story from a Waitangi Tribunal 

hearing that is now legendary among people working in treaty claims in New Zealand.  

During the Muriwhenua Land Inquiry hearings in December 1990, an elder, Rima 

Edwards, flummoxed tribunal members and others in the audience by taking a day and a 

half to recite a tribal whakapapa (genealogy).  He began thus: “In the beginning, the earth 

lay with the sky!” and then went on to recite an intricate whakapapa which was also a 

story of the migration of his people from their ancestral homeland of Hawaiki, their waka 

(canoe) voyages around the Pacific, and their relationships and conflicts with other 

groups throughout Aotearoa.  As Edwards’s lawyer at the time has recalled, the evidence 

“was almost entirely unbriefed (he politely refused my invitations to discuss its 

content)”.25  Edwards stretched the flexibility of “customary evidence” rules beyond 

comfort. But he succeeded in demonstrating to the tribunal that one of the main 

protagonists in the historical claim under investigation, a leader who lived in the mid-

nineteenth century called Nopera Panakareao, thought and acted according to a wholly 

Maori worldview.  In fact, I argue that Edwards’s performance incorporated the tribunal 

audience into his tribal history. The tribunal was actually adopted into Edwards’s 

recitation.   And the tribunal’s report can be read as evidence of this kind of narrative 

incorporation. 

 

                                                 
25 Williams, J. (2007). "Truth, Reconciliation and the Clash of Cultures in the Waitangi Tribunal." 
Australian and New Zealand Law and History Society E-Journal  Retrieved May 1, 2007, from 
http://www.anzlhsejournal.auckland.ac.nz/Williams.pdf  
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I have taken this word “incorporation” from the report itself.  This is the terminology that 

the tribunal uses to describe how mid nineteenth-century Maori leaders brought 

missionaries and traders into the fold of their own communities in this cosmopolitan 

“middle ground”.26  As the tribunal explains, the incorporation of strangers into Maori 

communities was quite a common and also a highly valued social practice.  Having a 

Pakeha (white settler, trader or missionary) added distinctly to a chief’s and therefore a 

tribe’s mana, or authority and esteem.27  Indeed, this is how the report explains one of the 

major issues in the claim, to which Edwards addressed his evidence: how tribal leaders 

had understood pre-Treaty of Waitangi land transactions with missionaries and traders in 

the north of the North Island.  Crown historians, linguists and lawyers argued that by the 

time of these transactions in the 1830s those Maori leaders fully understood what a 

permanent alienation of property meant.  Claimant and some tribunal historians and 

lawyers, however, argued that Maori chiefs did not conceive of land transactions as 

permanent alienations but rather, in the concurring words of the Waitangi Tribunal’s 

report, as creating “personal bonds”. 28 As Edwards further explained this practice in a 

written submission that was presented to the tribunal after the hearings: 

 

When Panakareao [the major chief involved in land transactions] tuku’d [gifted] 

the land . . . to the missionaries, he was allowing them to live on it as part of his 

whanau [extended family] and hapu [sub-tribe] . . . He gave them the right to do 

                                                 
26 That is, the place where Richard White describes how ‘diverse peoples adjust their differences through 
what amounts to a process of creative, and often expedient misunderstandings.’ White, R. (1991). The 
Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650-1815. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press 
27 Waitangi Tribunal, Muriwhenua Land Report: chapter 2.  [Also ref recent historiography on this issue – 
eg Salmond and Trevor Bentley.] 
28 Waitangi Tribunal, Muriwhenua Land Report: Wai 45 (Wellington: G.P. Publications, 1997): 106. 
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things on the land but not the right to dispose of it to anyone else.  He saw the 

missionaries coming [sic] as strengthening the tribe, not weakening it.29

 

During the hearing, when Edwards recited the whakapapa, he performed rather than 

explained the practice of incorporation.  The Waitangi Tribunal’s self-consciously 

bicultural process actually made such a performance possible: since the 1980s, tribunal 

hearings have been held in Maori meeting houses in tribal areas as well as in public halls, 

for instance. Tribunal members had thus accepted the responsibilities and obligations of 

being guests who had been welcomed on to Edwards’s tribal marae (the ancestral ground 

at the front of a meeting house) and were seated in the wharenui (meeting house).  Rima 

Edwards in fact reaffirmed this by proceeding with his recitation despite the obvious 

discomfort of some tribunal members and staff and the consternation of his counsel. 

 

No doubt there was a politics to Edwards’s recitation, a sovereign assertion of “reviving” 

past beliefs to use Durie’s description.  But the mana – or authority – that Edwards 

sought for his tribe through reciting this genealogy was only achievable through 

manaakitanga, or proper hospitality.  This involves more than the play of hierarchies we 

might connote in “receiving guests”.   Proper hospitality requires taking guests in; having 

them experience both the collective power and the collective privilege of the tribe’s 

authority and its history.  Edwards didn’t simply display his tribe’s collective past to the 

guests in the wharenui.  He actually created a collective subject out of the group of 

tribunal members, lawyers, researchers, support staff, cousins, aunts and friends.  This 

                                                 
29 Rima Edwards Submission on pre-Treaty transactions, document F23, pp. 8-10,  Muriwhenua Land 
Inquiry Record of Documents, Waitangi Tribunal archive, Wellington. 
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collective subject was not defined by how well each individual could translate what was 

going on. Edwards did not educate everyone into this practice and the ritual language in 

which Edwards spoke even deferred a lexical understanding of what the genealogy meant 

(he didn’t explain himself as he spoke but anticipated that his audience – some of whom 

but not all spoke Maori – would understand the experience of the recitation).  He was not 

creating liberal, critical-rational, citizens.  But he did anticipate that they would 

experience the bind of community, that is, something beyond their individual selves that 

tied them to the past as well as to the present – that created, as the tribunal report put it, 

“personal bonds”. 

 

In sum, Edwards neither required the tribunal audience to recognize him; nor did he 

recognize them as a tribunal.  Rather, he acknowledged them as guests, and expected 

them to acknowledge his mana as host.  As Markell notes, acknowledgement requires the 

opening up of one’s identity to vulnerabilities.  In this instance, these vulnerabilities 

included the possibilities of not understanding and not being understood as the audience 

began to feel those personal bonds – that is, as Edwards incorporated the gathering into 

his collective history.  As I noted, such an experience was complicated and not 

necessarily enjoyable.  Moreover, it is not something that is easily captured by or 

translatable into normative languages of recognition.  In this instance, it is whom is 

acknowledged that matters – not the substance of a claim. 
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